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Abstract: Pieron’s and Chocholle’s seminal psychophysical work predicts that human response
time to information relative to visual contrast and/or sound frequency decreases when contrast
intensity or sound frequency increases. The goal of this study is to bring to the forefront the
ability of individuals to use visual contrast intensity and sound frequency in combination for faster
perceptual decisions of relative depth (“nearer”) in planar (2D) object configurations based on physical
variations in luminance contrast. Computer controlled images with two abstract patterns of varying
contrast intensity, one on the left and one on the right, preceded or not by a pure tone of varying
frequency, were shown to healthy young humans in controlled experimental sequences. Their task
(two-alternative, forced-choice) was to decide as quickly as possible which of two patterns, the
left or the right one, in a given image appeared to “stand out as if it were nearer” in terms of
apparent (subjective) visual depth. The results showed that the combinations of varying relative
visual contrast with sounds of varying frequency exploited here produced an additive effect on choice
response times in terms of facilitation, where a stronger visual contrast combined with a higher
sound frequency produced shorter forced-choice response times. This new effect is predicted by
audio-visual probability summation.

Keywords: visual contrast; perceived relative object depth; 2D images; sound frequency;
two-alternative forced-choice; response times; high-probability decision; readiness to respond;
probability summation

1. Introduction

On the basis of predictions derived from Pieron’s Law [1], classic psychophysical response time
studies using two-alternative, forced-choice techniques have shown that human response time to
contrast information decreases when the luminance intensity of a stimulus, or the contrast between
two stimuli, increases [2]. Moreover, for a constant luminance or contrast level, response times
decrease when the visual area of contrast increases because of a probability summation effect [3] in
the contrast-processing channels of the visual brain. Ahead of Piéron, psychophysicists like Exner,
Wundt, Cattell, and Chocholle [4–6] had already emphasized the inverse relationship between human
response time and stimulus intensity in different sensory modalities, including sound. Chocholle [7],
and subsequently Stevens [8], systematically investigated human motor response time as a function
of loudness (dB) and/or sound frequency (Hz), showing that an increase in either parameter may
produce a decrease in response times or the perceptual system’s readiness to respond. Since these
early and seminal psychophysical studies, further research has shown that sound information impacts
information processing by other senses, including vision, and may considerably influence our decisions
in response to signals we receive [9,10].
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The human brain’s capacity to exploit combined information of visual contrast and sound in
motor response behavior [11] has important implications in the context of a variety of operator tasks
and in the context of human–computer interaction systems where optimal motor performance is
critical [12–14]. The goal of this study here was to bring to the forefront the ability of individuals
to effectively use visual contrast and sound for making faster perceptual decisions by taking into
account the well-documented capacity of the human perceptual system to extract subjective cues of
relative depth from planar (2D) object configurations on the basis of physical variations in luminance
contrast [15–27]. As shown previously, in 2D configurations with higher-contrast and lower-contrast
visual objects, those with the higher contrast will be consistently perceived as “nearer” by human
observers. The greater the difference in contrast between two objects in a 2D image, the higher the
probability is for the stronger contrast to be perceived as “nearer” [18], and, as a direct consequence of
Piéron’s Law [1], the shorter the time taken to reach that perceptual decision will be [18].

In a recent study [28] using psychophysical forced-choice, subjects were asked to covertly monitor
the perceived alternation between a Gabor contrast and a radial checkerboard contrast, pressing one
key to report the Gabor and another key to report the radial checkerboard contrast. It was found that
when a brief tone (500 Hz, 60 dB) preceded the target cue, which could be either the Gabor or the
checkerboard contrast, the subjects’ response latencies decreased. Analysis of the results revealed
patterns fully consistent with a sound–vision probability summation hypothesis [28]. This research
here was placed under a similar probability summation hypothesis. In addition, the sound frequency
factor was varied here to show that, in the light of Chocholle’s seminal work [7], stronger contrasts
combined with higher sound frequencies preceding the contrast stimulus will produce even faster
forced-choice decisions, in further consistency with probability summation. The contrast factor here
was varied in the context of perceptual decisions for “nearer” in response to the stronger one of two
simultaneously presented image configurations [15–27]. The investigation takes into account that
identical sounds in terms of physical intensity (dB) with higher frequencies have a higher average
energy for any given section of the sound wave compared with lower frequency sounds. This results
in the perception of differences in pitch [29], where sounds with a higher frequency are subjectively
assimilated to sounds of a higher intensity [30], although physically they have the same intensity in dB.

2. Materials and Methods

Stimulus sequences (images and sounds) in the different experimental conditions, corresponding
to individual trial sessions, and data acquisition were computer controlled. The experimental task was
a classic psychophysical two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task [30], yielding perceptual decisions,
relative to perceived relative pattern depth in this study here, and their associated decision times,
more generally referred to as choice response times.

2.1. Research Ethics and Participants

The experiments were conducted in conformity with the Helsinki Declaration for scientific
experiments on human individuals, and in full compliance with regulations set by the ethics board of
the corresponding author’s host institution (CNRS) relative to response data collected from healthy
human individuals in non-invasive psychophysical tasks. Ten healthy, young individuals, five men and
five women, took part in the experiments as undergraduate study volunteers. All had normal vision
and hearing and provided informed consent to participate as subjects. Their identity is not revealed.

2.2. Image and Sound Conditions

Image configurations for the experiments were computer generated and displayed on a
high-resolution color monitor (EIZO COLOR EDGE CG 275W, 2560 × 1440) connected to a DELL T5810
computer (Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620), equipped with an NVidia GForce GTX980 graphics card and a
sound card with port for plugging in headphones. Color and luminance calibration of the RGB channels
of the monitor was performed using the inbuilt Color Navigator self-calibration software, which was
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delivered with the screen and runs under Windows 7. RGB values here correspond to ADOBE RGB.
All luminance levels were cross-checked with an external photometer (OPTICAL, Cambridge Research
Systems). RGB coordinates and luminance parameters (cd/m2) of the different patterns in the image
configurations and their dark and light backgrounds are given in Table 1. Weber contrasts (LumC)
in the different positive and negative polarity displays produced systematic differences in contrast
(dC) between left and right patterns (Table 1) of an image pair. Within this range, dC values were
predicted to produce a high-probability (between 0.95 and 1) “foreground” effect in the stronger of the
two pattern contrasts, as explained in the introduction. Patterns had a variable number of elements
across image pairs, but never within (see Figure 1). The size of each square surface in the patterns
was 16 × 16 pixels, the size of a single pixel on the screen being 0.023 cm. Lighter and darker patterns
were paired (Figure 1) and were randomly displayed to the left and to the right in alternation. A given
image pair on a given trial was either preceded by a brief pure tone of 200, 1000, or 2000 Hz or by
no sound at all (no-sound control condition). All configurations were displayed centrally on the
monitor in computer-controlled sequences on their dark or light backgrounds. Task sessions and
data generation were controlled by a program written in Python for Windows and available online at:
https://pumpkinmarie.github.io/ExperimentalPictureSoftware.

Table 1. RGB values and luminance parameters (Lum) in candela per square meter (cd/m2) for patterns
with positive (light on dark) and negative (dark on light) contrast sign (polarity). Lighter and darker
patterns were paired in the image configurations (Figure 1) and displayed to the left and to the right.
LumC corresponds to Weber contrasts, calculated as given in (1). The difference between the Weber
contrasts (dC) of two patterns in a pair determines the perceived difference in relative pattern depth.

R G B Lum LumC dC

Dark image background 5 5 5 2.5 (cd/m2)
Light image background 250 250 250 95 (cd/m2)

Positive-sign light-on-dark pairs

‘dC +’ lighter patterns 250 250 250 95 (cd/m2) 37
darker patterns 150 150 150 52 (cd/m2) 20 17

‘dC ++’ lighter patterns 250 250 250 95 (cd/m2) 37
darker patterns 100 100 100 30 (cd/m2) 11 26

‘dC +++’ lighter patterns 250 250 250 95 (cd/m2) 37
darker patterns 50 50 50 10 (cd/m2) 3 34

Negative-sign dark-on-light pairs

‘dC –’ darker patterns 5 5 5 2.5 (cd/m2) 37
lighter patterns 50 50 50 10 (cd/m2) 8.5 28.5

‘dC– –’ darker patterns 5 5 5 2.5 (cd/m2) 37
lighter patterns 100 100 100 30 (cd/m2) 2.2 34.8

‘dC– – –’ darker patterns 5 5 5 2.5 (cd/m2) 37
lighter patterns 150 150 150 52 (cd/m2) 0.8 36.2

Positive-sign and negative-sign pattern contrasts are expressed here in terms of Weber contrast
(LumC), which is given by

LumC = (Lum_max − Lum_min)/Lum_min. (1)

The difference in visual contrast (w) between two patterns in a pair is given by

dC = LumC_max − LumC_min. (2)

https://pumpkinmarie.github.io/ExperimentalPictureSoftware
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Figure 1. Forty-eight paired image configurations with variable contrast intensities used as stimuli in 
the experiments. Twenty-four pairs had positive (a) and 24 pairs had negative (b) contrast polarity. 
Each pair was preceded by a 70 dB pure tone sound signal (200, 1000, or 2000 Hz) in test conditions 
with sound. 

Pure tone sound signals with three different sound frequencies, corresponding to 200, 1000, and 
2000 hertz (Hz), with identical amplitudes of 70 decibels (Db), were generated from a wav file. 
Sound frequency (Hz) measures the speed with which a sound wave propagates and determines the 
pitch of a sound. Human individuals with normal hearing are perfectly able to discriminate 
variations in pitch within an acoustic range between 20 and 20,000 Hz. Within that range, 
higher-pitch sounds are perceived as “sharper” than lower-pitch sounds of the same amplitude. For 
illustration, sound waves of 200 and 100 Hz with identical amplitudes are displayed below in Figure 
2. 

Figure 1. Forty-eight paired image configurations with variable contrast intensities used as stimuli in
the experiments. Twenty-four pairs had positive (a) and 24 pairs had negative (b) contrast polarity.
Each pair was preceded by a 70 dB pure tone sound signal (200, 1000, or 2000 Hz) in test conditions
with sound.

Pure tone sound signals with three different sound frequencies, corresponding to 200, 1000,
and 2000 hertz (Hz), with identical amplitudes of 70 decibels (Db), were generated from a wav file.
Sound frequency (Hz) measures the speed with which a sound wave propagates and determines the
pitch of a sound. Human individuals with normal hearing are perfectly able to discriminate variations
in pitch within an acoustic range between 20 and 20,000 Hz. Within that range, higher-pitch sounds
are perceived as “sharper” than lower-pitch sounds of the same amplitude. For illustration, sound
waves of 200 and 100 Hz with identical amplitudes are displayed below in Figure 2.
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for about five minutes. He/she was informed that images with two abstract patterns, one on the left 
and one on the right, will be shown in sequences, preceded or not by a brief tone, and that his/her 
task was to decide as quickly as possible which of the two patterns, the left or the right one, in a 
given image appeared to “stand out as if it were nearer” in terms of apparent (subjective) visual 
depth, as previously in [17,18,21,23,24]. A response had to be delivered by pressing ‘1’ for ‘left’ or ‘2’ 
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Figure 2. Illustration of a 200 Hz and a 1000 Hz sound wave of identical amplitude (Db). Within the
audible frequency range (20 to 20,000 Hz) for humans, higher-frequency (higher pitch) sounds of a
given amplitude are perceived as “sharper” than lower-frequency sounds of identical amplitude.

2.3. Experimental Design

Pattern pairs of light-on-dark and dark-on-light contrast with varying numbers of pattern elements
(Figure 1) were displayed in a random order in separate counterbalanced experimental sessions for
each of the two conditions of the contrast polarity factor (Polaritie2). The number of pattern elements
(E) on both sides of a pair varied between n = 1, n = 5, n = 10, and n = 20 (see Figure 1 for illustration),
yielding another factor of systematic variation with four levels (Elements4). The contrast intensity of
patterns in image pairs varied in such a way that the strongest pattern contrast (see Table 1) was always
associated with a weaker pattern contrast of the same polarity, and it was presented to the left and
to the right in alternation in a given image pair. This produced three levels of difference in pattern
contrast (dC), within and across polarity conditions, yielding a factor of systematic variation with three
levels (dC3), and a secondary factor of relative location with two levels (Locations2), not expected to
produce any systematic effects on perceptual responses. Each image pair was preceded by a 100 ms
pure tone sound signal with a frequency of either 200, 1000, 2000, or 0 Hz (‘no sound’ control condition),
yielding another factor of systematic variation with four levels (Sound4). The delay between the end of
a given sound signal and the beginning of a given image presentation on each single trial was 800 ms.
Different sound conditions were presented in separate counterbalanced experimental sessions. With ten
individuals (Individual10) run in separate trial block sessions, we have the following experimental
design plan: Individuals10 × Polarities2 × dC3 × Locations2 × Elements4 × Sounds4, producing a total
number of n = 1920 experimental observations, with P2 × dC3 × L2 × E4 × S4 = 192 data per subject in
terms of response times and their associated perceptual decisions.

2.4. Procedure and Task Instructions

The subject was comfortably seated in front of the computer, at a distance of about 80 cm from the
screen, in a semidark room (mesopic viewing condition) and adapted to surrounding conditions for
about five minutes. He/she was informed that images with two abstract patterns, one on the left and
one on the right, will be shown in sequences, preceded or not by a brief tone, and that his/her task was
to decide as quickly as possible which of the two patterns, the left or the right one, in a given image
appeared to “stand out as if it were nearer” in terms of apparent (subjective) visual depth, as previously
in [17,18,21,23,24]. A response had to be delivered by pressing ‘1’ for ‘left’ or ‘2’ for ‘right’, and was
recorded and stored in a labeled data column of an excel file. The response time (i.e., the time between
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an image onset and the moment a response key was pressed) was also recorded by the computer
and stored in a second labeled data column of the same excel file. As soon as a response was given,
the image disappeared from the screen, and 900 ms later, the next image of a given sequence appeared.
In the conditions where the images were preceded by a 100 ms sound signal of a given frequency,
the sound was delivered after 800 milliseconds following the previous response.

3. Results

The choice response time data and their associated perceptual decisions (‘nearer on left’ versus
‘nearer on right’) were analyzed to evaluate the combined effects of visual contrast information and
sound frequency (i.e., pitch) on the time taken to make a perceptual decision.

3.1. Perceptual Decisions Relative to Expected Depth Effects (“Nearer”)

As explained in the introduction, such an analysis makes sense, provided the perceptual decisions
are ‘high-probability’ (i.e., reflect very little stimulus uncertainty). To meet this requirement, the contrast
differences between a pair of image patterns here were chosen, in light of previous studies [17,18],
under the prediction that they would produce high-probability effects of perceived relative depth,
reflected by a 95 to 100% decision rate for “nearer” in response to the stronger contrast patterns of the
pairs. This prediction was confirmed. For the 24 positive contrast polarity images, a 98% response rate
for “nearer” to the stronger contrast pattern in a pair was recorded, and for the 24 negative contrast
polarity images, we saw a 96% response rate for “nearer” to the stronger contrast pattern of a pair.

3.2. Effects of Experimental Factors on Response Times

Response time data were analyzed in terms of means and standard errors for a graphical
representation, shown here below in Figure 3, of effects of the different experimental factors.
The individual response time data were fed into a four-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) to
assess the statistical significance of these effects. The analysis plan corresponded to the fully balanced
Cartesian design plan Individuals10 × Polarities2 × dC3 × Locations2 × Elements4 × Sounds4 with a total
number of 1920 data points for individual response times. The source of random variability, the subject
factor Individuals10, was not included in the analysis. The two levels of the secondary factor Locations2,
relative to counterbalanced variations in the spatial location of stronger/weaker patterns in a pair
(left or right), were not associated with any hypothesis and, as expected, did not produce any effect
(see Table 2). The results of the ANOVA yielded statistically significant effects and are summarized
below in Table 2, which shows the F statistics relative to effects and their respective probability limits.
The full set of raw data (individual response times) from which the analyses were drawn is provided
in Table S1 of the Supplementary Materials. Power tests associated with the corresponding paired
comparisons (Holm–Sidak) are provided in Table S2 of the Supplementary Materials. Post hoc paired
comparisons (Holm–Sidak tests) and their associated power tests were computed for factor levels
relative to significant interactions. The results from these analyses are provided in Table S3 of the
Supplementary Materials. Least-squares group means and their standard errors associated with each
factor are given in Table S4 of the Supplementary Materials.

3.3. Contrast Polarity

Effects of the polarity of pattern contrast on response times are shown here when comparing the
graphs on the left of Figure 3 to the graphs on the right of Figure 3. Positively signed light-on-dark
pattern pairs (Figure 3, graphs on left) produced shorter response times in comparison with negatively
signed dark-on-light pattern pairs (Figure 3, graphs on right), despite the fact that the pattern pairs
with negative contrast sign displayed moderately stronger differences in visual contrast (dC) between
patterns in a pair. This effect of contrast polarity was statistically significant (Table 2), which is
explained by the well-documented functional asymmetry between the so-called “on” and “off” contrast
processing channels in the human brain [19–27,30–32]. One of the perceptual consequences of this
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functional asymmetry is that positively signed contrast configurations, processed by the “on” channels
of the visual brain, produce stronger effects of figure–ground segregation [24] and relative depth [17],
with shorter perceptual decision times, as confirmed by results here.
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Figure 3. Graphic representation of the effects of relative visual contrast between patterns in a pair
(dC), contrast sign, number of contrast elements, and sound on perceptual decision times from this
study. Mean response times and their standard errors are plotted to show effect sizes and interactions.

3.4. Contrast Difference (dC) in a Pattern Pair

Effects of the difference in visual Weber contrast (dC) between two patterns of a pair on response
times are displayed in the two graphs on top as a function of contrast sign and number of contrast
elements, and in the two graphs in the middle of Figure 3 as a function of contrast sign and sound
frequency. These plots show that response times consistently decreased as the dC increased, both in
pattern pairs with a positive contrast sign (Figure 3, top and middle left) and in pattern pairs with a
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negative contrast sign (Figure 3, top and middle right). This effect of dC on response times reflecting
perceptual decisions for relative depth (“nearer”) was statistically significant (Table 2) and predicted
by results from previous studies [17,18], as explained in the introduction, and are summarized further
below in the discussion.

3.5. Number of Contrast Elements in a Pattern Pair

Effects of the number of contrast elements in a pattern pair on perceptual response times for
“nearer” are displayed in the two graphs on top of Figure 3 as a function of contrast sign and number
of contrast elements, and in the two graphs at the bottom of Figure 3 as a function of contrast polarity
and sound frequency. These plots show that response times consistently decreased as the number of
contrast elements in the patterns increased, both in pattern pairs with a positive contrast sign (Figure 3,
top and bottom left) and in pattern pairs with a negative contrast sign (Figure 3, top and bottom right).
This effect of the number of contrast elements in the patterns on response times was also statistically
significant (Table 2), and it was explained by spatial probability summation in the “on” and “off”
contrast processing channels of the visual brain, as pointed out again further below in the discussion.

3.6. Sound Frequency

Effects of sound frequency on perceptual response times for “nearer” are displayed in the two
graphs in the middle of Figure 3 as a function of contrast sign, and in the two graphs at the bottom
of Figure 3 as a function of the number of contrast elements. These plots show that response times
consistently decreased as the sound frequency increased, both in pattern pairs with a positive contrast
sign (Figure 3, middle and bottom left) and in pattern pairs with a negative contrast sign (Figure 3,
middle and bottom right). The effect of sound frequency on response times was statistically significant
(Table 2).

Table 2. Results from the 4-way ANOVA on the response time data (n = 1920) with F statistics relative to
effects of factors and their interactions, degrees of freedom (df) of the given comparison, and statistical
probability limits (p).

Factor df F p

Polarity 1 231.926 <0.001
Nelements 3 3.397 <0.017

dC 2 24.990 <0.001
Sound Frequency 3 49.835 <0.001

Location 1 2.404 0.121 NS

Interactions

Nelements × dC 6 0.872 0.515 NS
Nelements × Sound Frequency 9 0.307 0.973 NS

dC × Sound Frequency 6 0.727 0.628 NS
Nelements × Polarity 3 0.845 0.535 NS

dC × Polarity 2 3.891 <0.021
Sound Frequency × Polarity 3 20.880 <0.001

3.7. Interactions

Possible interaction between effects of the factors tested here are shown graphically in Figure 3.
There was no significant interaction between the number of contrast elements (Nelements) and any of
the other three factors (Table 2), nor was there a significant interaction between the sound frequency
and the difference in visual contrast (dC) of patterns in a pair (Table 2). Interactions between dC and
contrast polarity, and between sound frequency and contrast polarity, were statistically significant
(Table 2). Post hoc paired comparisons (Holm-Sidak tests) and their associated power tests were
computed for factor levels relative to the significant interactions to unravel which paired comparisons
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between factor levels yielded statistical significance. The results from these analyses are provided in
Table S3 of the Supplementary Materials.

4. Discussion

As predicted by probability summation [1–4,7,8], combinations of visual contrast and sounds
of varying frequency should produce additive effects on choice response times. This prediction was
confirmed by the results of the experiments here. Variations in luminance contrast were used to
manipulate relative depth in 2D images producing perceptual decisions for “nearer” [17,18]. It is
shown that stronger contrasts combined with higher sound frequencies led to faster perceptual
decisions [17,18]. This facilitating effect of sound frequency on response times for “nearer” was
consistently stronger in the positively signed, light-on-dark, contrast configurations, as predicted
by functional asymmetries between the “on” and “off” contrast processing channels of the visual
brain [19–27,30–32]. Moreover, as the number of contrast elements in the 2D patterns increased,
the effect of sound on response times also increased statistically, regardless of the contrast sign of
the patterns, as predicted by spatial probability summation in the “on” and “off” contrast processing
channels of the visual brain. There was no interaction between number of contrast elements in the
patterns and their contrast polarity. These results led to conclude that sound frequencies can be
effectively used to produce faster decisions in specific visual tasks where the processing of contrast
information is critical. The pure tone sound signals preceding the visual contrast stimuli here had
three different sound frequencies and identical amplitudes, generated to manipulate the speed with
which the sound wave propagates and determines the perceived pitch of each sound [29]. Within
the audible frequency range, higher-pitch sounds are generally perceived as “sharper” or “louder”
than lower-pitch sounds of the same amplitude. After the experimental trials here, all subjects in the
post-test debriefing stated having perceived some of the tones as considerably “sharper” or “louder”
than others. In terms of the effect of the different tones on the times taken to reach perceptual decisions
for “nearer”, the 2000 Hz tones with the most wave energy, potentially yielding the highest pitch,
consistently produced the strongest facilitation effects on response times compared with the no-sound
control condition.

The results here are consistent with and extend the results of [28] by showing probability summation
in the effect of visual contrast combined with a brief sound of varying frequency, where summation is
stronger for stronger contrasts combined with higher sound frequencies. As also pointed out in [28],
cross-modal integration is not necessary for these effects. They can be explained by an increased
readiness to respond, due to increased attention or awareness [28], to the visual stimulus when a sound
announces the stimulus. This readiness to respond seems optimal with alert sound frequencies at
2000 Hz combined with a strong visual contrast, as our data here tend to suggest. The human brain has
to analyze and react in real time to an enormous amount of information from the eyes, ears, and other
senses. How all this information is efficiently represented and processed in the nervous system is
a complex topic in nonlinear and complex systems research. It has been suggested that dynamical
attractors may form the basis of all neural information processing [29–32]. The auditory and visual
systems are, indeed, complex and highly nonlinear physiological systems. The combined processing of
information from different sensory channels carries perceptual and functional meaning, as highlighted
again by the results from this study here.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2078-2489/10/11/346/s1,
Table S1: Raw data (individual response times) with labels for all factor levels for the different experimental
conditions as fed into the 4-Way ANOVA. Table S2: Results of the post hoc paired comparisons (Holm–Sidak
tests) between factor levels and their associated power tests. Table S3: Results of the post hoc paired comparisons
(Holm–Sidak tests) between factor levels and their associated power tests for interactions. Table S4: Least-squares
group means and standard errors associated with each factor.

http://www.mdpi.com/2078-2489/10/11/346/s1
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